Dear members of the international HDS, dear interested people!

We cordially invite you to this event:
International Classic Diver Meeting 2022
Date:17.06.2022 - 19.06.2022
Place: Leipzig - Markkleeberg
Motto:
During the existence of the GDR, VEB Medizintechnik Leipzig
produced almost the entire range of East German diving
technology under the brands MEDI and MLW. Therefore we have
chosen the central motto "MEDI - DDR Tauchtechnik" for our
diving meeting this year.
We are very proud to be able to show you an incredibly extensive portfolio of
industrially produced MEDI diving technology and self-made diving equipment from the GDR. From
masks to two-hose breathing regulators, oxygen rebreathers to MEDI helmet diving equipment, we
will be exhibiting a great many pieces, some of them extremely rare.
General Meeting: On Saturday morning, the General Meeting will be held for the members of
HTG at the Hotel "Atlanta".
For non-members, members of other HDS and guests there is the possibility of diving at the diving
school Kamski at the Cospudener See on Saturday morning.
The detailed schedule for the individual activities and venues can be found in the attachment.
Accommodation:
We recommend the hotel "Atlanta".
Special conditions for 50 rooms have been agreed with the Atlanta.
Atlanta Hotel International Leipzig
Südring 21
04416 Leipzig/Wachau
Phone +49 (0)341 41460 481
http://www.atlanta-hotel.de
The Hotel Atlanta will also host the "MEDI Diving Technology Exhibition" and the lectures, as well as
the joint dinner on Saturday.
From the Hotel Atlanta you can reach the other event locations at the Cospudener See within approx.
15 min.
The 4-star hotel is ideally accessible via the A9, A38, A14 and B2 motorways. Our international guests
can arrive directly via Leipzig Airport. Due to its ideal location between Leipzig city and the
Neuseenland to the south, it is also an ideal starting point for exciting sightseeing trips or pleasant
excursions in the water-rich surroundings.
Room rates (SPECIAL PRICES)
79,00 € per night for the double room for single use incl. breakfast buffet,
89,00 € per night for the double room incl. breakfast buffet,
When booking the rooms at the indicated prices, please be sure to mention the code word
"Classic-Diver-Meeting 2022".

Attention!
From 17.04. 50% of the rooms not called up to then with special prices and from 17.05. all rooms not
called up to then go back into the availability of the hotel.
It is therefore advisable to book rooms at the above special rates in good time.
Costs:
The participation in the International Classic Divers Meeting costs 35,00 €/person for members of the
HTG and international HDS (accompanying partners also pay only 35,00 €/person).
Non-members pay 70,00 €/person for the event.
In these costs the Saturday evening dinner as well as 2 beverages (wine, beer, soft drinks), a snack on
Sunday noon and a special booklet "Diving technology of MEDI" of the TauchHistorie are contained.
Only the participants of the event will receive this special issue exclusively.
Deviating from the registration procedure of many years, from this year on the cost amount for the
IKTT must be paid in advance at registration. Apart from a considerable relief of the preparation work,
this is above all necessary for the planning security.
All participants please transfer the amount to the HTG account as soon as possible after registration:
Historical Diving Society e.V.
IBAN DE30 5464 0035 0260 3058 00
BIC COBADEFFXXX
Text "IKTT2022 + name of participant
Participants from countries with transfer problems can also pay via Paypal l.seveke@gmx.de .
Further detailed information about the individual events, dates and venues can be found summarized in
the attachment.
Contact person for the IKTT 2022:
Ulf Barthel
Phone +49 (0)170 317 3624
ulf.barthel@historische-tauchergesellschaft.de
We are looking forward to welcoming you in Leipzig-Markkleeberg and promise you some nice days
among friends with fun, many interesting conversations, information, lectures and a lot of historical
diving equipment to see, touch and dive!
Best regards,
Ulf Barthel
for the board of HTG

